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Back to work ·

Awkward film
Two students turn
strange moments into
big success -SEE NEWS,A2

Running backs and position battles
·headline spring game -SEE sPoR1s,A10

•

Seeking gender identity at UCF

•

Students propose change to Golden Rule
BIANCA FORTIS
News Editor

On Thursday:
'StuffWhite People Like'

comes to Student.Union

,,

,,

..

liy Jordan Keys
Christian Lander, creator of the
popular blog, spoke to fans in
the Cape Florida Ballroom last
night as part of his national
tour,

On Friday:
Mus1t department hosts
concert under the stars

The non-discrimination
policy in the Golden Rule
Student Handbook may
soon be changed to include
protections for gender identity and expression
Currently,. the non-discrimination policy states:
"The University of Central
Florida values diversity in
the campus community.

Accordingly, discrimination
on the basis of race, sex,
national origin, religion, age,
disability, marital status,
parental status or veteran's
status is prohibited."
Michael Freeman, a
training coordinator in the
Office of Diversity Initiatives has spent more than
two years working on a proposal to change the policy.
"The way the Golden
Rule is presently written,

gender identity and expression is not included as a protected class,'' Freeman said
·~ number of our students
feel that that needs to
. change, so rm working with
them to get that added"
The proposal will be presented to the Golden Rule
Review Committee on
Thursday.
Anita Estrada, a senior
psychology major and an
PLEASE SEE

POLICY ON A8

CfF ARCHIVE

Students participate in the 2007 Day ofSilence.Participants make a vow ofsilence to
represent those who have been forced to be silent about their sexual orientation.

by Tray Newly

Gavel gets
passed at
formal

CAB and the UCF music

•

department present an evening
under the stars at the
Reflecting Pond Thursday,
featuring the music of
composer Peter Tchaikovsky.

On Saturday:

Football spring game

live blog and Tweeting

.

'
"

by Ryan Bass
The Knights play a game they
can't lose Saturday, as the
offense takes on the defense in
the annual spring game.

ceremony
Peterson celebrated,
Kilbride introduced

Also, check out ,
UCF.News.com and
follow us on Twitter
@UCFNews for breaking
news updates.

JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

Student Government Association President Brian Peterson gave
one of his final speeches as the
leader of the student body in the
Pegasus Ballroom on Tuesday
night.
The topic he spoke about was
not his own platform
.
Rather, it was formally introducing President-elect Michael Kilbride.
"He's been by our side for really
the highs and lows of everything
that we've done," Peterson said.
"He's shared in our victories and
supported SGA in our stumbles."
Members of the SGA Senate,

Breaking
news on
yourcell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

LOCAL&STATE,A2

DIVERS ON SECOND
DAY OF SEARCH FOR
MISSING CHILD
•

For the second day, divers are
searching a murky river for a 5year-old girl who disappeared
more than a year ago. Haleigh
Cummings vanished from her
father's home in Satsuma in 2009.

AROYND CAMPUS,A2

HELPING HAITI GET
BACK SOME OF THEIR
LOST H.O.P.E
,

,.
.,,

•
•
•,.
•

Join UCF's Task Force H.O.P.E for an
outreach event to show support
for Haitian students, faculty and
staff members.The event is in the
Cape Florida Ballroom of the
Student Union today at 12:30p.m.

ACELEBRATION FOR
MEMBERS OF THE
FIRST GENERATION
The MASS Office will commend all
First Generation College Student
Program participants for their hard
work and diligenceduring the
semester on Friday starting at 5
p.m.in the Student Union.
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Redlight Redlight's wide world of brews
The bar across the streetfrom ,
Roxy is more than just a hole in
the wall. It's awoM-clasi ·
collection of microbrews.·

Bike Cllain Collective.
gets bicydes back ~n gear
The Rusted Bik~ Chain Collective aims to
repair bicycles and educate bike owners on
proper maiotenan_ce and repair.
JEFFREY RILEY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After being knighted by Knightro's foam sword,
Brian Peterson hands Michael Kilbride the gavel.

Call made for arena recycling
Campus green group fonns a proposal

Added study day
is being looked at

ALLEN LEVIN

JEFFREY RILEY

Staff Writer

Editor-in-(hief

In a widespread effort
to make the UCF campus
a cleaner environment,
the Student Sustainability Alliance has created a
proposal to establish
recycling inside the UCF
arena.
SSA is one branch of
the UCF Sustainability
Alliance, a 12-member
Leadership Council that
works to create a more
sustainable community
and be a means of communication from the students to staff. The
Alliance is overseen by
the UCF Arboretum and
i.and
and
Natural
Resources. SSA, the stu-

. Students ·c ould potentially get a new day to
cram for their exams during the 2012-2013 academic calendar.
The proposed added
day would fall between
the end of normally .
scheduled classes and the
beginning of final exams.
Student Government
Association
President
Brian Peterson said that
he is glad that his administration continues to
work toward and accomplish parts of their platform.
.
"It was a platform goal
of the Peterson and
Andrick SGA administra-

Doyouwantan
•
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The UCF Arena, which opened in 2007, does not have recycling bins inside of
the building. Arena guests are often forced to throw away empty bottles.

dent branch, pushes for a
healthier environment
and r_e lays · . student
demands to the staff.
Currently, there are
recycling bins available
outside the arena, but
there are none inside.
SSA'.s goal is for the arena

to have bins inside as
well.
The arena, which
opened in 2007, is home
to numerous large-scale
events and holds 10,000
seats. Concession stands
PLEASE SEE

ARENA ONA3

extra study day?

www.lfCFNews.com

tion, and we are happy to
h ave been able to help
secure this new study day
for students in future
years," Peterson said.
The University of
Florida has April 22-23
listed as "Reading days,"
on their academic calendar. There are no classes
on those days, which fall
between exams and the
end of classes.
Latoya Jackson, academic affairs coordinator,
was in charge of spearheading the SGA side of
PLEASESEE

CALENDAR ON Al

A2
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Helping Haiti with H.O.P.E
Join UCF's Task Force
H.O.P.E for an outreach
event to show support for
Haitian students, faculty
and staff members.
The event is in the
Cape Florida Ballroom of
the Student Union today
from 12:30 p.m until 2:45
p.m.
Campus and community leaders and organizations will discuss ways to
help Haiti and recruit volunteers for local projects.
Call 407-823-2947 for
more information.

First generation celebration
The MASS Office will
commend all First Generation College Student Program participants for their
hard work and diligence
during the semester.
The event is Friday
starting at 5 p.m. in the Student Union Sand Key
Room220.
Call 407-823-2716 for
more information.

Home baseball vs. Rice Owls
The UCF baseball team
will face Rice at home on
Friday at 6:30 p.m

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Divers on second day of
search for missing child
SATSUMA - For the
second day, divers are
searching a murky river
for a 5-year-old girl who
disappeared more than a
year ago.
Putnam County Sheriff Jeff Hardy said
Wednesday there's no
new information on
either the divers combing
the St. John's River or the
tip that touched off the
search for Haleigh Cummings.
Haleigh vanished from
her father's home in Satsuma, in northeast Florida, in 2009.
Her father's 17-yearold live-in girlfriend,
Misty Croslin, was babysitting at the time. She
told investigators she
woke up at 3 a.m Feb. 10
to find Haleigh gone and
a back door propped
open with a brick.
The sheriff's office has
questioned
Crosliri's
credibility, saying investigators don't believe
Haleigh was abducted by
a stranger. Croslin is in
jail on unrelated drug
charges.
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Students' fHm
up for best
comedy during
movie festival
grand finale

1br Student Newspaper at UCFsine~ 1968

.ASHLEY TINSTMAN

April 15, 2010
Vol 42, I~ue 25 • 18 Pages

Contributing Writer

Turning life's awkward
moments into a short film has
earned a group ofUCF stu<,lents
a trip to Las Vegas.
This June, they will travel
across the country in hopes of
seeing their movie, ''Love Awkwardly:' win best comedy at the
Campus MovieFest International Grand Finale.
The competition loans each
group a laptop, camcorder and
editing software. The teams
have one week to film a fiveminute movie.
The group of friends, who
had worked with each other on
smaller film projects in the past,
decided to film "Love Awkwardly" after having unexpected success at Campus MovieFest the
year before. In the 2008 competition, they entered a comedy,
titled "Hit Me," which told the
story of two inept hit men chasing after the same target. The
film received best picture at
UCF and continued on to the
regional competition in Atlanta.
'We just like threw it inat the
last minute and then we won
[the Southern Regional Grand
Finale], so we th01,1.ght, 'Well
what if we actually tried?,' " said
Josh Ingle, the assistant director
and a graduate student studying
entrepreneurial digital cinema
With newfound confidence
from the previous year's unanticipated achievement, they
came back together to film
"Love· Awkwardly," which tells
the story of a distressed man
who must fire an unsuspecting
woman from her job. After firing her, the man repeatedly tries
to win her back, and ;i multitude
of awkward situations ensue.
'We wanted to capture those
everyday awkward moments,"
said Misty Stinnett, the lead
actress and senior interdisciplinary studies major. 'We were
always talking about awkward
funny situations, so we thought,
'Let's make a movie about awkwardness.'"
After fib:ning.the comedy on
a top-of-the-line digital camera,
they ,submitted the finished
project to the UCF competition,
which was a weeklong event
from Feb. 17-23. Beating more
than 130 teams, they won best
picture and advanced to the
regional competition, taking
place March 27, for the second

The Cemro/ F1orida Futur, is the independen~ studentwritten newspaper at the UniVl!!lity of (.entral Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the Individual
columnist and not necessarily those ofthe editorial staff
01 the Univelsity administration. Allconteflt Is property
oftheCtntro/Florido Futur, aJ¥I may not be reprinted in
part01inwhofewithoutpermlssio!lfromthepublisher.
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straight year.
.
''Wmning best picture at
UCF was amazing, but just
being in a room with a huge
audience watching your film
and getting a positive response
was the best part, for sure;' said
Reid Nicewonder, the director
and senior cinema studies
major.
But the process wasn't all
smooth sailing. Although the
film is atop the best comedy
nominees now; tne group wasn't
always so confident it would be.
At the regional competition,
they nervously waited, as more
than a dozen other movies were
screened as finalists for the
national competition in Las
Vegas. Eventually, after hours of
anxious anticipation, "Love
Awkwardly" was the last one to
be announced. ·
''I was so happy it played I
didn't even care about winning,"
Stinnett said. "Finally having

•

Photo Editor

The short film "Love Actually'' won best comedy at the l;ampus MovieFest Southern Regional
Grand Finale, and it will compete in Las Vegas at the international finale in June.

Emre Kelly x213

Photo.CFF@gmail wm

•

Staff Writers

something to be recognized was
awesome.''
Now; as they get ready to
head to Las Vegas, the talented
filmmakers are more eager than
· ever.
"We are hoping to fly out
together and see the typical
Vegas things - maybe a Cirque
du Soleil show or one of the
headlining acts. What we are
most looking forward to is the
meet and greet with professional writers and directors," said
Stinnett.
"Love Awkwardly" will also
be featured on flights for Virgin
America airlines and at the
Cannes Film Festival in France
in May. Since the short film will
not be competing, none of the
students plan to attend
''The best part was just working with friends and finally getting some success and recognition. Normally, it takes months,
ifnot over a year, for a short film
to'get this kind of exposure, if at
all," Nicewonder said
"Love Awkwardly" can be
seen on YouTube or at campusmoviefestcom
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmailcom

· 11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817
'

'

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Thirty percent chance of
LATE
rain. Northeast wind around 16
SHOWERS mph.

High:77°
Low:63°

Tonight: Storms into the evening.
Northeast wind around 13 mph.

0

Friday

High:81°

SUNNY

low:61°

tf:) Saturday ·

·

PARTLY CLOUDY

High:82°

Low:66°

1

One free copy of the Central Rorida Future
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Arena will recycle during Drake concert
FROM
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serve food and drinks.
Guests are often forced
to throw empty bottles
away ot bring them outside after exiting the
arena
Katie Parrish, a senior
and political science
major, started the online
petition after hearing
complaints from stu~
dents regarding the
absence of recycling bins
inside the arena
Because of a busy
school and work schedule, Parrish handed the
reins to Lisa Kipersztok,
a senior Molecular and
Microbiology major and
the president of SSA.
Kipersztok said recycling at the arena is crucial
because
UCF
encourages recycling as
a whole and the arena is
a focal part of the school.
"I think it's something
that's very important
because UCF as a whole
encourages recycling,"
Kipersztok said. "If the
arena, a central location
at UCF, doesn't have it, it
reflects poorly on our
campus as a whole."
SSA has watched the
petition grow to about
550 students, which has
been accomplished with
minimal promotion. The
petition can be accessed
by going to the SSA'.s
Facebook page and clicking on the link to their
Web site.
While the UCF Arena
has been slow to respond
to the SSA, some action
has been taken.
At the upcoming
Campus Consciousness
Tour, featuring Drake on
April 21, the arena will be
r:ecycling. UCF Recycles
will be provide bins for
the event. ·
UCF Recycles, headed by Brian Wormwood,
is the collection arm of

Housekeeping and
Recyding Services, a
unit of Facilities ·
Operations in the
Facilities and Safety, is
the collection arm of the
recyding effort on the
UCF campus.

Global garbage
Despite record recycling rates,

two billion tons o~ garbage are
still thrown away every year.

Tons per year (In millions)

a Low-income countries

Middle-Income countries
'.:, High-income countries

AMY SIMPSON /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Total 2.12 billion
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• China has prodU<:ed more
garbage in less time than any
other country
• Americans recycle twice as
much trash as 20 years ago
• Worldwide, around 15 million
people make a Jiving recovering
and recycling trash
02008MCT

Souroe: F ~ Polley, Manin Medina
Graphic: Scott Bell

the recycling efforts on
campus and has recently
been approached by the
Arena regarding recycling. The arena is set up
with office mini-can systems and event recycling
containers in order to
support the recycling
cause.
"I think the arena's
efforts to recycle are
great," Wormwood said.
"They are becoming one
of the many champions
of the cause on campus
for recycling."
SSA also has a variety
of plans in addition to
just promoting recycling
at ,the arena. They have

five proposals total,
including one for water
sustainability, one for
food sustainability and
one for green advocacy.
They also plan to create a pamphlet to show
where recycling bins are
located on campus. 'It
will include specific
bins, such as light bulb
recycling and ink cartridge recycling.
''We want to open student eyes about how
many
opportunities
there are to recycle,"
Kipersztok said.
With the UCF Arena
finally responding to the
student voice, Kipersztok and the SSA thinks
the petition will succeed.
. "I think within in the
next four years, [recycling] will be normal,"
Kipersztok said. "I'm
pretty sure sooner rather
than later, they will end
up recycling because it's
something that everyone
wants. It's . just about
coordinating when and
how."

•
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'Zombies' hunt the living across campus
SARA JONES
Contributing Writer

. •

Would)'Ollbea
zombie or human?
www.lJCFNews.axn

''What are you guys
hungry for?"
"BRAINS!"
quirky," Williams said
"When do you want
Maddy Reinstein trav'em?"
eled from Miami just to
"BRAINS!"
play zombie tag. Her sisThis was the response ter participated in the first
of hungry zombies scat- event earlier this semestered around Memory ter, and began spreading
Mall Sunday evening. the word. She said the
More than 200 students game sounded too fun to
gathered on campus for miss.
Humans vs. Zombies, a
"It's a great thing that
massive, moderated game the college is doing this,
of tag introduced to UCF because it kind of shows
by the Zombie Defense their creative side," she
Corps, an administration said.
comprised of four stuThe object of the game
dents who oversee the was for humans to get to
events.
the top of Parking Garage
According to the D, where a "helicopter"
Humans vs. Zombies Web would be waiting with
site, the game began in only five seats for the 40
2005 at Goucher College. humans
participating,
It is now played at more · from the starting point at
than 200 college campus- Garage H. The first
es. This was the second human to make it is autogame hosted at UCF, the matically sav~d
first was played earlier in
In the first round of
the semester.
play, the zombies got a
Players who wanted a hold of every human, winchance to survive as ning the game.
Mdre humans were
humans were picked via
lottery, and were required brought in for the next
to bring toy guns or round. Four human surrolled-up socks to defend vivors made it safely to
themselves.
the base, which was
Shane Connolly, a sen- moved to Memory Mall.
ior film major who partic- The humans battled their
ipated in the event Sun- way across campus, firing
day, has loved zombie foam darts from toy guns
movies since he was in to keep zombie masses at
high school. ·
bay.
Connolly said he was · Players had chances to
excited as soon as he win prizes, including giftheard there would be "an cards for the most conactual fake zombie apoca- vincing zombies.
Achille
Keita,
a
lypse." He came ready to
test his skills as a human mechanical engineering
for one round and to have major was the raffle winfun pretending to be a ner, who received the
zombie the next
event's grand prize - The ·
Connolly's passion for Zombie Survival Guide:
the game convinced his Recorded Attacks signed
friend Alyssa Williams, a by author Max Brooks.
senior legal studies major,
"I think it's really awesome, I was kind ofhoping
to try it out.
"I'm always up for any- I'd win something," Keita
PHOTOS BY ANDREA KEATING/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
thing that's funky or said.
Students and zombie afficianados bring their best dart guns, makeup and fake blood to join the campus-wide game of Humans vs.Zombies
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Hom8torthe
ummer
If you are going to be in
South Florida
for the summer,
earn credits at FAU.
Get more from summer break:
• Pick up credits that transfer back to tJCF
• Get ahead or catch up
• Go to school while you work
To find out more, visit
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FACULTY & STAFF CAMPAIGN

J:hank you to the participants of
the 2010 Believing in What We
£>o Faculty and Staff Campaign.

•

•

Over 1,000 faculty and
staff members generously ,
contributed over $375,000
to the support of UCF and the
education of our students!

The UC FAnnual Fund
www.foundation.ucf.edu/fs10

•
•

I
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President-elect says goodbye to current pres.
FROM Al

·•

-

J

-

.

· judicial branch, past SGA
presidents and various
faculty and administration were dressed up in
suits and dresses at the
2010 Passing of the Gavel
ceremony.
While Kilbride will not
officially be sworn in as
president until May 7, the
event w~ meant to be a
celebration of the current
and future administrations.
Joey Femia, student
outreach coordinator for
SGA, planned and executed the event.
"I'm not an emotional ·
person, but I almost came
to tears when [Peterson]
was talking earlier," Kilbride said
Kilbride, who was met
with standing applause as
he took the stage, said his .
plan was to take the action
and initiatives created by .
the Peterson administration and not only expand
on them, but bring more
.
PHOTOSBY JEFFREY RILEY / CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE
obtainable goals to the Student Government Association President-elect Michael Kilbride speaks to the.crowd ofSGA members and administration about his work on campus during the formal Passing of the Gavel ceremony.
table.
"I'm so excited to have ler Shane Chism and sparkling tiara.
dents and following the
the opportunity to do Attorney General Andrew
"Some of those same UCFCreed.
that," Kilbride said. "To Proia.
promises we have heard
"It's time to recognize
Other winners includ- for years were accom- that Brian and Andrick
continue to be leaders, to
continue to move forward ed "SGA Ms. Congeniali- plished, and we saw an took action seriously,"
on what Brian and ty," which went to Admin- SGA administration that Ehasz said.
Andrick have done this istrative Aide Regina truly put students first,"
One president was
Gorman, "Best all around" York said.
year."
there to see off - and
Kilbride said he would· to Academic Affairs Coor· York opened up the welcome - another, as
miss seeing Peterson, who dinator Latoya Jackson, meeting by talking about Jqhn Hitt spoke to the
has been involved in stu- and "Member who lives in the role that Peterson has ·audience about the reladent government for the SGA office," went to played in laying a founda- tionship Peterson built
almost all of his co).lege Director of Communica- tion for future administra- between SGA and the
·
tions.
career, in the SGA office.
tion Jamasa McPherson.
UCF administration.
The evening was
"The future is an
"I'm proud to call him
"Brian's service on the
my friend," Kilbride said
capped off by the formal uncertain thing, but with UCF Board of Trustees
:Peterson gave out a knighting of Kilbride and the direction that Brian has been outstanding,"
series of cabinet superla- Vice President-elect Tay- and Andrick have set for Hitt said. "He has been a
tives during the evening.
lor Lochrane by Knightro us, we can be secure iii the conscientious representa- ·
Kilbride, who served as with his large foam sword. knowledge that SGA is on tive of our more than
chief of operations for Peterson then handed Kil- the right track," York said. 53,000 students:'
Peterson's administration, bride his presidential
Maribeth Ehasz, vice
Hitt also said he is
won "Most likely to be gavel --, the namesake of president of ·student looking forward to workpresident of the U.S."
the event.
Development and Enroll- ing with Kilbride.
The "Cabinet member
The event was hosted ment Services, said that
"Let me extend a very
of the year" award was by current Ms. UCF Sara P~terson did a good job at warm welcome to the
split between Comptrol- York including a being available to stu- new president," Hitt said.
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Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central·
Florida Future?

Grab your cell phone.

Select messages on your
main menu

Reply A to set alert.
Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"
Send this message to 44636

(41NFO).

5.

Reply A and begin receiving
news alerts about UCF!
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Calendar needs to get
approval of BOG, BOT
FROM

•
!II

.
,
~

Al

the potential study day.
Jackson said she met
with Mark Poisel, head
of the Academic Calendar Committee, to help
plan and ·troubleshoot
the added day.
"In implementing the
study day, our concern
was whether or not the
addition of the day
would affect things such
as graduation," Jackson
said.
Grant Heston, assistant vice president of
UCF News & Information, said that UCF's
Academic
Calendar
Committee is looking at
adding the day while
working through the
process.
"To suggest we will
have a study day in fall
2012 is premature since
we have not even finalized the proposed calendar," Heston said. "Howev~r, to say that we are
definitely considering it
is accurate."
Heston said that the

committee plans a proposed academic calendar two years in advance.
The process for academic calendar creation
is one with many layers,
all needing approval.
The first needed
approval, Heston said, is
from the faculty senate
chair.
After that comes the
provost, university Pres1dent John C. Hitt and the
opinion of "feeder" community colleges connected to UCF.
After that, the calendar is sent to the Florida
Board of Governors, and
if approved, sent back to
UCF to get the thumbsup from the Board · of
·Trustees.
''At any point in time,
the calendar could be
rejected or changed,
thus, it is only a proposed calendar until the
BOT approves," Heston
said.
This process can take
about a year, Heston said.
During a March 10
meeting,
the
BOT

approved the 2011-2012
academic calendar..
Jackson said part of
the challenge ·of adding
an extra day to the calender is making sure it will
not interrupt the delicate
balance needed.
"The calendar also
has to have a minimum
amount of instructional
days as well as a semiequal amount of how
many instructional days
are afforded to classes in
particular days of the
week," Jackson said.
When the option for a
new study day was presented to the Academic
Calender Committee, it
passed
unanimously,
Jackson said.
Peterson said he
hopes students will take
advantage of the extra 24
hours.
"The new study day ...
will provide students
with the opportunity to
catch up on school work
and studying after .cl~ses have ended but before
final exams begin,"
Peterson said.
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Policy proposal will be presented Thursday
FROM Al

intern at the Office of Diversity Initiatives, said making
the policy more specific will
help protect people who
identify as transgender.
·
''We have gender and sexual orienta~on covered in
the non-discrimination policy," Estrada said ''But there is
so much more about a person and how they choose to
identify - such as how they
wear clothing and wear
makeup-thatcanputthem
in danger in certain situa-

l.'

'-..

tions:'
Rebecca Marques, a senior political science major, is
a member ofEQUAL, a registered student organization
whose mission is to provide a
safe environment for students without fear of discrimination on the basis of
actual or perceived sexual
orientation, gender identity
or gender expression.
.CFF ARCHIVE
Marques said gender UCF students will partidpate in the National Day of Silence on Friday. It will be followed by a rally in support of changing the Golden Rule to indude gender identity and expression in the non-discrimination policy.
identity has historically been
jected to lesser treatment"
der identity (sense of themthe community have been
oppressive.
time or full-time as mem- and expression.
According to the Ameri- selves as male or female) or bers of the other gender.
''There are certain things
"In order for the Uni- collected.
Marques said evefi if
society deems normal," Mar- can Psychological Associa- gender expression differs
Broadly speaking, anyone versity of Central Florida
ques said ''Ifypu don't fit into tion, "Transgender is an from that usually associated whose identity, appear- to remain competitive in the proposal falls through.
the 'normal' box that they umbrella term used to with their birth sex. Many
ance or behavior falls out- the future, we must align she's glad that they've been
side of conventional gen- with our peer and aspira- able to open up dialogue
draw out for you, you're sub- descnbe people whose gen- transgender people live partder · norms can be tional· institutions who · about gender issues.
described as transgender. have these policies," Free"I'll be happy ifone perHowever, not everyone man said
son at UCF feels a little bit
whose appearance or
Estrada said students better about telling somebehavior is gender-atypical should help out the cause one they're trans or queer;'
will identify as a transgen- and make sure'all people she said
der person:'
who attend UCF and
Estrada said changing
Estrada said she decid- want to attend UCF are the policy will be a huge
ed to help out the cause protected
stepping stone for the ·unibecause UCF is the third
Students also started a versity.
largest university in the petition to gather support
"It's not the last and\
U.S. and does not have a for the policy change.
final thing we need to do,"
Graphic Novelist ROBERT VENDITTI
non-discrimination poliMarques said'they start- Estrada said "But if we get"'S
cy. She said the first and ed gathering signatures in this approved by the goldSpeaking about the wrfting life and having his
second largest universi- March.
en rule committee, that's a
first book made into a major motio.n picture
ties, Arizona State Uni''The student body has launching point to make·
versity and Ohio State been receptive:' Marques our campus more welcomFriday, April 16, 2010, 3:30-4:15 p.m.
University, do.
said. "They've acknowl- ing to eve~one who
' 'l
According to the Trans- edged that discrimination attends here:'
119 Business Administration Building
gender Law and Policy is not OK, that this is someOn Friday students will
Institute, there are 266 col- thing that needs to hap- participate in the 14th
• Author of The Surrogates, adapted for the
leges and universities in pen."
annual National Day of.
movie starring Bruce Willis and Ving
the U.S. with Non-DisMarques said 500 stu- Silence, which will be folcrimination Policies that dent signatures as well as lowed by a rally in front of
Rhames in 2009
include gender identity over 1,000 signatures from the Student UniQn.
!

• New York Times best-selling author
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• University of Central Florida gradupte
• Also author of The Surrogates: Flesh and
Bone and the forthcoming medical-political
graphic thriller The Medical Directive
Sponsored by the Orlando Book Festival, the Center for
Humanities and Digital Research, and the Department
of English as part of the Writers in the Sun series.
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CHECK OUT OUR LIVE BLOG OF UCF FOOTBALL'S SPRING GAME ON SATURDAY, GO TO WWVV.UCFNEWS.COM.
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Baseball

Brown falls short of cycle in victory
JASON CROOK

---LIGHTNING FIRE HEAD COACH
AND GENERAL MANAGER
TAMPA - The Tampa Bay Lightning
are starting over yet again.
New owner JeffVinik cleaned house
Monday, firing coach Rick Tocchet and
general manager Brian Lawton after
the struggling franchise missed the
playoffs for the third straight season.
It's the club'~ third coaching change
in two years. The Lightning went 3436-12 this season and are 53-69-26
since Tocchet replaced Barry Melrose in
November 2008.
Lawton's dismissal was not a
surprise, either. Many of his personnel
decisions andfree agent signings
backfired, he and Tocchet bickered at
times, and the GM's two-year contract
was due to expire in June.
"On the hockey side of things, I
thought it was very important to have a
fresh start. Nothing negative <!bout Rick ·
Tocchet or Brian Lawton;' said Vinik,
whose purchase of the team.was
approved by the NHL Board of
Governors in March.
Vinik is conducting a search for a
chief executive officer and hopes to fill
the position within two months.The
CEO will select Lawton's replacement,
and the new GM will have the
responsibility of hiring the coach. Vinik,
who purchased the team from a group
that owned the Lightning less than two
years, said he'sseeking stability after
watching the club climb into playoff
contention.in early February, only to
fade rapidly after the Olympic break.
"I saw a lot of talent on the ice. Isaw
the makings of a great team. Isaw an
organization that can achieve a lot of
great things in the years ahead;'Vinik
said."The moves I've done today,
hopefully are to help us move as quickly
as possible in that direction;'
Tocchet became interim coach 16
games into the 2008-09 season and
was given the head coach position in
May 2009. Lawton assumed the
general manager post on Oct. 22, 2008.

Staff Writer

AMANDA MOORE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUl'IJRE

UCF senior outfielder Shane Brown fell just a triple short of hitting for the
cycle in UCF's 10-6 win over Stetson on Tuesday night at Jay Bergman Field.

Seniors Chris Duffy
' and Shane Brown homered, and the rest of the
Knights'
consistent
offense battled through
nine innings to top the
Stetson Hatters 10-6 on a
windy Tuesday night at Jay
Bergman Field.
Brown came up a triple
short of the cycle while
delivering three RBIs in
UCF's fifth straight victory. The win improved the
Knights to 23-12 on the season.
''We gave up some runs
and to get us back on the
board with some of those
RBIs, it was big," Brown

Sweeney then singled up
said.
After giving up three the middle on the first
runs and their early lead in pitch he saw from new
pitcher
Ian
the top of the · fourth Stetson
inning,
the
Knights Thompson, scoring Brown
responded right away with and Richardson and puta big inning of their own, ting UCF up by two going
reclaiming the lead and into the fifth inning.
From that point, the
chasing Stetson starter
Will Dorsey from the Knights never looked
back.
game in the process.
"Tonight was a reflecAustin Johnston got
things started with a single tion of what we have been
to center field before steal- doing the last several
ing second base. Ronnie weeks," head coach Terry
Richardson's infield single Rooney said. "I say this all
moved Johnston over to of the time that college
third, and the leadoff hit- . baseball is a gru;Jle of
ter, Brown cranked a dou- momentum, and you need
ble deep off the left-field to capitalize on momenwall that scored Johnston tum. My ·team will be
to tie the game.
·
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON All
Shortstop Darnell

SPRING FOOTBALL GAME PREVIEW

to

CLEMSON HIRES BROWNELL
AS MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH
CLEMSON, S.C. - Brad Brownell of
Wright State was hired Tuesday as the
basketball coach at Clemson, which is
turning to another coach from a mid. major school in Ohio.
Brownell.succeeds Oliver Purnell, who
was hired'in 2003 from Dayton and led
Clemson to the past three NCAA
tournaments. Purnell surprised
Clem·son last week when he left to
coach DePaul.Clemson said Brownell
was to be introduced Tuesday at an
afternoon news conference, where
terms ofthe agreement were to be
discussed.
"Brad Brownell is an unbelievable
coach; Butler coach Brad Stevens said.
"He has been a winner everywhere he
has been. I am happy to see Brad go to
a great school and a great program like
Clemson'.'
Brownell went 84-45 in four years at
Wright State. He led the Raiders to a
20-12 record last year, including 12-6 in
the Horizon League. Wright State lost to
NCAA tournament runner-up Butler in
the conference championship game.
· Before arriving at Wright State,
Brownell coached UNC-Wilmington and
went 83-40 in four seasons. At
Clemson, Purnell was 138-88, including
three straight first-round losses in the
NCAA tournament.

-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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With the absence of starting running back Brynn Harvey due to a knee injury, reserves Brendan Kelly, above, and Jonathan Davis will shoulder the bulk of the carries in the UCF backfield for the spring game.

·Running backs, position battles
key to watch in spririg game
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

Position battles and question
marks at key positions highlight the
storylines heading into Saturday's
spring game at Bright House Networks Stadium. Here are the top five
tlrings to watch during the game:

1. Rob Calabrese's continued command of the huddle and offense
Before spring practice even
began, Rob Calabrese knew he
would be competing once again
for the Knights starting quarterback job. The biggest question
mark for him has always been ifhe
can keep the job, and that's something that has put pressure on him
·this spring with the highly touted
true freshman Jeffrey Godfrey
behind him, but Calabrese has

responded well
This spring, Calabrese has
seemed to be a lot calmer in the
huddle and under center, something he struggled with in the past.
Players and coaches have noticed a
more mature Calabrese, which has
led to a more open offensive philosophy. The interesting note will
be how Calabrese responds in
game-speed situations and how he
responds when he makes mistakes .
and throws that first interception .
As for me, fll be watchipg how
his teammates respond in the huddle and how much of a leadership
role he takes over with the offense
in the game.

2. Brendan Kel!Y and Jonathan Davis
at the running l?ack position
Let's face the facts: A George
O'Leary run football team

KNIGHTS NOTES:SPRING GAME STORVLINES.
BATTLE FOR N0.1
It seems as ifjunior Rob Calabrese will win
the starting QB job, but it will be interesting
to see his play compared to freshman
Jeffrey Godfrey in Saturday's spnn·g game. A
starter will be named following the game.

revolves around its ground game,
which is now somewhat of a concern heading into the spring game.
Starting running back Brynn Harvey went down with a knee injury
during the first scrimmage of the
spring, leaving O'Leary·with sophomore backups Jonathan Davis
and Brendan Kelly as the running ·
back options.
The combination of Davis'
speed and Kelly's power is the 1-2
punch the Knights are hoping to
have while Harvey recovers from
his injury. The test will be to see if
the 5-foot-9 Davis can endure the
pounding of getting the majority
of the carries. He improved his
strength in the offseason on both

REPLACING HARVEY
Starting RB Brynn Harvey is out for the rest
of the spring with a knee injury, paving the
way for sophomores Brendan Kelly and
Jonathan Davis to prove they can handle the
workload at running back.

>,

his lower and upper body, upping
his squat lift from 405 to 480
pounds and his bench press from
285 to 325 pounds.
Kelly will be primarily used
between the tackles and could
also see some receptions out of
the backfield, having_caught four
balls for 46 yards and a touchdown in his career.

•·

3. Zach Norris vs.Jordan Raeforthe
starting center position
The offensive line has been an
area of concern for the coaching
staff over the spring, but a b~ttle
PLEASE SEE

RAE ON A12

(J
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Knights look Lefty erased "Classic Phil" moments
ahead to Rice
FROM

A10

ready to play every single
day, and I'm going to
have 35 guys ready to roll
each game, and they are
going to have a lot of
energy. I think that we
did that today.
"That was a big reason that we won. We
kept battling and battling,
and we stayed with that.
Our team is holding each
other accountable in a
positive way in so many
different lights. It was
good to see."
After
Richardson
drew a lead-off walk to
start the sixth, UCF
added to their lead as
Brown hit a long ball that
landed just over the leftfield wall, putting the
Knights up 7-3. UCF
added one more run
before the end of the
inning on a fielder's
choice from Ryan Breen.
"The guy is an AllAmerican." said Rooney
when · asked
about
Brown's impact. "He has
to be one of the most
steady, confident hitters,
in the country, there's no
question."
'-----Duffy provided all the
insurance the Knights
needed when he crushed
a 3-0 pitch over the leftfield wall for his teamleading 14th home run in
the eighth inning. His
solo <linger to the opposite field shut the door on
any possible comeback
for a pesky Stetson team
that had! closed to within
three in the top half of
the frame.
"I snuck one in there
last minute," Duffy said
with a smile. "Coach gave
me the green light on the
3-0, and I got it up in the

air to the opposite field
and it got out of there."
The Hatters had a
chance to open the scoring in the top of the second inning with runners
on second and third, but
UCF starting . pitc_her
Brenan Dobbins got Stetson left fielder Jeff Simpson to hit into a harmless
pop up to the catcher for
the final out of the
inning.
Dobbins threw two
innings of scoreless ball
before being lifted for
Bryan Brown; one of six
UCF relievers used in the
game, as the Knights
tried to save their big
guns for this weekend's
series with Rice. Alex
Besaw picked up his first
Division-I victory, throwing 1.2 scoreless innings
and giving up just three
hits.
"I challenged the
pitchers before the
game," Rooney said. "I
told them when you go
out there it's your ninth
inning like your closing
out the game and I'm
going to need you guys to
win this game for us, and
I thought our guys did a
good job today.''
The win . gives the
Knights some momentum as they head into a
crucial home series this
weekend against the Rice
Owls, who sit atop the CUSA standings at 6-3.
UCF is one game behind
at5-4.
"There. is no question
when you look at the
remainder of the season
that this weekend's series
is the largest series of the
year," Rooney said. "We
need to get the word out
that this is the battle for
first pl::tce."

As Phil Mickelson hit
his second shot on the
par-513th hole at the
Masters Sunday, the golf
world collectively
groaned
"Classic Phil," we
thought. "His aggression
is going to screw him
over again."
·
In those five or six
seconds after he struck
the ball with his 6-iron,
· the life of Phil flashed
before our eyes.
We remembered the
disaster at Winged Foot
in 2006. Entering that
18th hole with the lead,
only needing par to win
his first US Open, he hit
his driver into a hospitality tent, then ended up in
a bunker, then doublebogeyed to lose. "I am
still in shock-that I did
that." Mickelson uttered,
"I just can't believe that I
did that. rm such an
idiot."
We remembered the
2008 US Open. With his
64-degree wedge, he hit
his approach short and
we watched the ball roll
~ the ·w ay down the hill.
Then we watched him
do it again - three more
times. It took Phil four
shots to get on the green,
and he finished with a
quadruple-bogey.
We remembered the
2009 Masters. Paired
with Tiger in one of the
most exciting Augusta
duos ever, Phil racked up
six birdies on the front
nine - tying a Masters
record - only to hit a 9iron on 12 into Rae's
Creek for bogey, followed by a bogeys 15 and
17, ruining our dreams of ·
a Tiger/Phil top two at
Augusta.
We remembered just
weeks ago at Bay Hill
On the 6th hole, while
the rest of the field tries
to lay up their tee shot,
Phil tried clearing a mas-

MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

sive lake to have shot at
going for it in two, and
instead of the cup, he
found the drink.
Then, as we remembered all of Phil's overambitious attempts at
greatness, the camera
panned low and we saw
the ball drop. Right next
to the hole. From 209
yards out. Over water.
From a lie on pine straw.
From behind a tree. And
we forgot all those risky
Phil shots.
And then, in typical
Phil fashion, he missed
the eagle putt.
"Classic Phil;' we
thought.
Phil's third green jacket seemed improbable
from the start. He had
Tiger on his tail. He had
a charging Lee Westwood to contend with at
the top. He even had a
pine seed fall exactly in
his ball's way during a
putt on the first hole.
And then his drive
pushed right on the 13th
to set up his instant-classic shot. We had seen
this same scenario so
many times before. Phil's
heroics on a Saturday are
all for naught when a
risky decision ruins his
quest for championship.
At Augusta, however,
Phil's guts worked for
the best.
It's difficult to tell
how this will affect Phil's
career. At 39:years-old,
many people thought he
was on his way out. He
plays rarely, his wife
Amy was diagnosed with
breast cancer and his life

MORRY GASH / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Phil Mickelson daimed his third Masters title Sunday. En route to claiming his fourth
career major, Lefty shot a final round 67 to finish at 16-under to win by two strokes.

has been rightly more fixated on family than golf, and
through his first few starts
on the PGA Tour this season, high results were
underwhelming.
But as he embraced Amy
after the victory, we saw a
new Phil: a Phil that finally
capitalized on his talent,
and a Phil that has become
the most likable guy on
tour.
In years past, Phil has
been an easy guy to hate.
He encouraged loud crowds
- something the traditional

golfers saw as boorish. He
made stupid decisions that
canceled out his amazing
talent. He was considered
egotistical by other players
on tour.
Above all, possibly, he
was Tiger's rival. He was
the one man who could take
down Superman, and he
was the only man who
could go toe-to-toe with the
Man of Steel and not look
like a fool. And in this postTiger world, maybe people
are ready for a new superhero.

You de!rrve__ a factual look at ...

Jerusalem (Ill)
Should Israel be able to bujld reslldelices lln Hs capHal cHY1
Agreat brouhaha has arisen about a mid-level bureaucrat in Israel's Ministry of the Interior releasing a routine
notice that 1,600 residences were to be built in Jerusalem. To the surprise of many, this routine announcement
was construed as an insult or worse to Vice President Biden, who was visiting in Israel at the time. Mrs. Clinton,
the Secretary of State, also was "shocked" and sent a "stem message" of displeasure to Mr. Netanyahu, the Prime
Minister of Israel.

What are 1he fac1S1

"infidel" may visit.
Capital of Israel. lerusal~m is the capital of Israel
A tenuous Muslim claim. It is on the basis of this
and will remain that whatever the final
religious tradition that the Muslims designated the
accommodation with the Palestinians may be and
entire Jewish Temple Mount to be their holy site. The
whatever the "world," including the United States,
Israeli government, in its constant spirit of
may desire. That has been understood and recognized
accommodation to Muslim sensibilities, has largely
by every U.S. Administration since the very birth of
acceded to this tradition and has put the area in and
Israel. Therefore, to be - - - - - - - - - - - - - around the two mosques
"shocked"
by
an
"Jerusalem is the undivided
entirely under Muslim
announcement that Israel will
control. But how would
build housing for its citizens
capital of Israel. .. there is no
Christians feel if, instead of
in its capital is strange. This is
reason at all why the Israeli
from the Temple Mount,
a trumped-up situation and government could not plan and Muslim
tradition
had
puts the relationship with
Mohammed ascend from the
Israel with one fell swoop on build residences for its citizens ... " Church of the Holy Sepulcher
an entirely different level. It is
and if the Muslim Arabs were
strange because the President himself has stated that
to claim that site as their property? The Christian
Jerusalem should remain undivided as Israel's
world, often ready to consent to Muslim claims
capital. So has Mrs. Clinton, especially when she was
against Jews and Israelis, would be greatly astonished
senator of New York and felt to be much dependent
and woilld certainly resist such claim. But Muslim
• on Jewish support. It almost appears as if somebody
Arab assertiveness doesn't end there. On the tenuous
in the .administration wanted to produce a "crisis"
claim of their right to the Temple Mount, they have
and was looking for an expedient way to accomplish
construed a claim to the entire city of Jerusalem (or
that.
at the very least to its eastern part), which they have
The Muslim Palestinians also claim Jerusalem, or
declared to be their "third holiest city." And, it would
at least its eastern part, as their capital. They want
be an insult to all Muslims and all Arabs to leave the
the city to be divided - as it was between 1948 when
city in the hands of the "infidel Jews."
the Jordanians occupied the eastern part of the city Jerusalem: Never an Arab capital. The city of
until 1967, when the Israelis liberated it in the SixJerusalem - in contrast to Baghdad, Cairo or
Day War.
Damascus - has never played any major role in the
The principal basis for the Muslim claim is that
political and religious lives of the Muslim Arabs. It
Jerusalem does indeed contain an Islamic holy site,
was never a political center, never a national, or even
namely the Temple Mount (sacred to both Muslims
a provincial or sub-provincial capital of any country,
and Jews) with its two mosques, El Aksa and the
since Biblical times. It was the site of one Muslim
Dome of the Rock. It is the place from which
holy place, but otherwise a backwater to the Arabs.
Mohammed, who never in his life had set foot in the
The passion for Jerusalem was not discovered by the
city, is believed to have ascended to heaven, But
Muslim Arabs until most recent history.
aware that it was the holy city of Christians and Jews,
But Jerusalem has stood at the center of the Jewishand wishing to convert them to his new religion, he
people's national life since King David made it his
commanded his followers to build a mosque in
capital in 1000 BCE. After the return from
Jerusalem. But never in Muslim history did this
Babylonian exile, Jerusalem again served as the
mosque or this city compare in significance to the
capital of the Jewish people for the next five-and-aholy cities of Mecca and Medina - cities that no
half centuries.

•
•
•
•

Jews are not the usurpers in Jerusalem. They have been living there since the Biblical era and have been the
majority population since the 19th century. Jews have synagogues and other holy sites in most cities of the
world. But do they claim sovereignty over those cities because of it? Of course notl It would be preposterous and
people wouldn't accept it. Jerusalem is the undivided capital of Israel and will remain so. That is why there is no
reason at all that the Israeli government could not plan and build residences for its citizens - Jews and Arabs in any part of the city. Those who get out of joint about that are either misinformed or looking for a pretext to
create a "situation."
This message has been published ~nd paid for by

FlAME .

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt, non-profit educational 501 (c)(3) organization.
Its pu1JJ068 is the researoh and publication of the facts regarding
developments in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might hann the interests of the Untted States and its allies in that area of
the wor1d. Your tax-deductible oontributions are welcome. They enable
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all
of our revenue pays for our educational work, for these clarifying
messages, and for related direct mail.
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To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: \\'Ww.factsandlogic.org
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Marshall traded to Dolphins
Football
A former UCF Knight is
returning to the Sunshine
State.
Brandon Marshall, who
played for the Knights as a
wide receiver from 200205, was traded from the
Denver Broncos to the
Miami Dolphins early
Wednesday
morning,
I according to multiple
\media sources.
The Dolphins gave up
two second round picks,
one in next weelcs NFL
draft and one for the 20ll
draft, to get the All-Pro
receiver. Marshall reportedly signed a 4-year deal
worth $47.5 million with
$24 million guaranteed.
Marshall will also make $29
million through the first
three years of the deal,
making him the highest
paid wide receiver in NFL
history.
Marshall 4as spent his
entire career with the Broncos and was drafted in the
fourth round of the 2006
NFL Draft out of UCF. He
made the Pro Bowl the last
two seasons and has 327

Cff ARCHIVE

Fonner UCF WR Brandon Marshall recorded 210 receiving yards and three
touchdowns back in the 2005 Hawaii Bowl, his best game ever as a Knight.

career receptions to go balls for 1,195 yards and ll
along with 4,019 receiving TDs. He saved his best
yards, and 25 touchdowns game for last, recording 210
in his four seasons in the yards and three touchNFL Marshall set an NFL downs in the 2005 Hawaii
record last season with 21 Bowl
-RYAN BASS
receptions in a game
against the Indianapolis
Colts back on Dec.13, 2009. Men's Tennis
One of the all-time
The UCF men's tennis
greats to come through -~·team improved to ll-7 on
UCF, Marshall recorded 1, - tlie season with a 9-0 victo674 yards receiving along ry over Embry-Riddle,
with 13 touchdowns in his despite three rain delays.
collegiate career. His best The match was the team's
season as a Knight came in last of the regular season.
The match was the final
2005 when he caught 74
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Congratulations from Fraternity and Sorority Life & SGA!
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2010 Greek Week OveraJl Winner
"Team Hulk"

A lpha Delta Pi, Delta Sigma Theta, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Delta Tau Delta & Delta Epsilon Psi

*
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*
!*
*
***
***
**
***

!
!
**
*
**

Greek Week & Greek Award Winners

Greek Feud Winner
Team "Fantastic 4"
Pi Beta Phi , A lpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Lambda Beta & Lambda Sigma Upsilon

**

!*
*
**
*
**
**
***
**

Can-Struction Winner
Team " Captain Planet''
Delta Delta Delta, S.igma Gamma Rho, Theta Chi & Iota Phi Theta

Greek Games Winner
Team "Power Rangers"
Zeta Tau Alpha, Sigma Chi & Phi Gamma Delta

Greek Awards for Calendar Year 2009
DGC Chapter of the Year: Mu Sigma Upsilon
NPHC Chapter of the Year: Delta Sigma Theta
PAN Chapter of the Year: Kappa Alpha Theta
TFC Chapterofthe.Year: Sigma Nu ·
'
Athletic Knight: Nick Paugouzas & Lindsey Opperman
Francis Millican Memorial Award: Adam Brock & Jasmine Rosa
Knight in Shining Annor Award: Marcus Williams & Katie Dobosz
S ilver Knight Award: Luiz Centenaro & Kaley Kal ina
Golden Knight Award: Anthony Battaglia & Sara Singer
Ultimate Knight Award: Ryan Garrett & Carlye Wisliceny
Brian Dornbusch Memorial Advisor Award: Anik Patel
King Arthur Faculty Advisor Award: Elizabeth Mustaine
Live-In Knight Award: Octavia "Tay" Wyrick & Pete Bandel
Outstanding New Member Program: Sigma Lambda Gamma
Outstanding Community Service: Pi Delta Psi
Outstanding Risk Management Programming: Chi Omega
Diversity Initiatives Programming: Chi Upsilon Sigma
Most Improved Sorority GP A: Sigma Gamma Rho
·
Most I mproved Fraternity GP A: Lambda Theta Phi •
Highest Sorority GPA: A lpha Epsilon Phi
.
Highest Fraternity GPA: Sigma Nu

m
:

*
*.
**
***
**
.**
:
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home contest for seniors
Brock Sakey, Johan Beigart
and Marc Rocafort.
Rocafort easily defeated
JanHoekrema, 6-2, 6-0. Sakey
topped Alexis Heugas, 64, 64. Beigart recoroed a victory
over Istvan Bolgai; 7-6 (4), 6-1
Junior Blaz.e Schwartz defeated Peter Francis 64, 6-3.
Sophomore
Claudio
Romano topped Charlie Rice
after dropping the first set, 36, 6-3, 10-4. Freshman Mario
Samson recoroed a 7-5, 6-1
victory over Zander Woodforo-Smith
The Knights also swept
doubles competition. The
match was played using
NAIA rules and each doubles contest counted as a
and
point.
Rocafort
Schwartz defeated Hoekzema and Heugas, 8-6. Beigart
and sophomore Joe Delinks
easily handled Bolgar and
Francis, 8-1. Sakey and
Romano topped Rice and
Woodford-Smith, 8-5.
UCF will travel to Houston to compete in the C-USA
Championship on April 22.
- NICOLE SAAVEDRA

Rae, Norris battle
FROM

AlO

has heated up under center that shows the
Knights have talent along
that interior line.
At the start of the
spring, Norris, a walk on,
was the projected starter
at the position but, as of
late, redshirt freshman
Jordan Rae continues to
move up the depth chart,
having played with the
first team offense in
UCFs most recent scrimmage. Rae switched from
the defensive line to the
center position before the
spring and has continued
to impress coaches with
his work ethic, despite
being an undersized
offensive lineman at 6foot-2 and 264 pounds.

4. The play of true freshman
quarterback Jeffrey Godfrey
As far as the hype goes,
Godfrey has lived up to it
in the spring. He's a playmaking athlyte that has a
rocket arm and all the
tools to be a successful
quarterback in the UCF
offense, but he's just not

ready. It's been said that
he has "hit a wall" as far as
his development is concerned He will see time
in the spring game and, if
he plays well. will get a lot
of fan support heading
into the fall season, especially if Calabrese struggles. It will be good to see
him in a game situation to
see how he handles the
offense and a solid
defense on the other side.

5. The playing time of some
of the younger players at
defensive tackle
One of the best battles
heading into the spring
game is for the starting
defensive tackle position.
Redshirt
freshman
Frankie Davis and freshman E.J. Dunston are battling it out for the final
starting DT position.
Davis started the spring
listed at the top of the
depth chart, but Dunston
has fought off an ankle
injury early in the spring
to compete for the job.
O'Leary has praised
Dunstan's speed at learning the position.

COLLEGE NIGHT
- - APRll 161H- 7PM-10PM
$1 Hot Dogs, Fries, Soda, and Popcorn

7PM-9PM
$1 domestic drafts.

151 100-STUDENTS RECEIVE A_
MYSTERY BETTING VOUCHER

,,

Worth st- s100 (with student id)
Live Matinees Mon, Wed, Fri,& Sat 12:15 pm.
Live Evenings Fri and Sat 7:15 pm
Full Bar and Fabulous Dining

.
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FOWLER THAN THE REST

LIFE
AUSTIN FOWLER

Chris Galvan's

Columnist

FCC, take
a rest
and stop
.
censonng
breasts

paratrooper

past leads to a
new life at UCF
CHRIS BOYLE
Contributing Writer

.

Though
the
moment
occurred in a flash, Chris Galvan's memory of parachute
deployment into Iraq is still as
fresh as the second he lept out
of the plane.
March 26, 2003.
A strange tension ran
through the aircraft. Each member on board awaited the mission to be called off: After all, a
paratrooper combat mission
hadn't occurred since 1989. Suddenly everything went dark,
except for a lingering red light.
The silence finally broke when
the captain's voice ominously
echoed over the loudspeaker,
sounding out the phrase uttered
in many a war flick.
"Smoke 'em if you got 'em,"
said the captain.
Twenty minutes later, a
green light flashed and Galvan
followed 18 other soldiers on a
1,000-foot descent into combat.
"Gone was the nervous
excitement and in was the
worry for tny men," Galvan said.
An experienced member of
the 173rd Airborne Division of
the United States Army, Galvan
was responsible for nine sol"'
diers as squad leader of a quick
reaction battalion force.
But no level of experience
braced Galvan for what he was
falling toward. ·
''By the time we responded,
we were facing 300 Taliban and
were pretty much surrounded
the whole day," he said. "We

COURTESY CHRIS GALVAN

Wrth the 173rd Airborne Division of the U.S. Anny, UCF student Chris Galvan participated in the

first paratrooper combat mission since 1989 when he was deployed in Iraq in 2003.

were tasked with clearing an
orchard in the valley when we
were ambushed. My Alpha team
leader lost his leg, and I was
wounded by a grenade. We
evacuated him, and I stayed to
fight. We ended up killing more
than 100 Taliban and wounded
about the same."
Galvan, now 29 and a thirdyear student at UCF, earned
both the Purple Heart, the military honor awarded to those

ffl

who were wounded in combat,
and the Bronze Star for his valor.
Branded with the names of his
fallen friends on his left arm to
remind him of all he's been
through, he now-seeks to lead by
example in the school's Army
ROTC program.

Born to be a military man
While his accomplishments
PLEASE SEE

MILITARY ON A15

Galvan's full story
ls posted at
Www.UCFNews.com

Censorship is the most
annoying barrier that I
tackle, hurdle, dodge, and
ignore almost every day.
As an amateur comedian,
satirist, and overall angry
guy who writes for a
young audience, it's difficult to balance dark comedy and common decency.
When I sat down to
write this piece early
today, I had a discussion
with a close friend about a
topic that people literally
don't shed enough light
on: Nipples.
, It's really not what you
think.
OK, it is what you think.
Kind of.
By the conclusion of
our conversation we
decided as men and as citizens of the free world that
we want more nipples. Initially the debate was about
the lack of nipples on standard cable and network
television. Other countries
freely show topless-ness at
all hours of the day without much thought, but in
this country- for whatever reason - there's a "no
nipple before Letterman"
rule. I don't get it.
Shows teeter on the
edge showing couples having sex, making love, or
what have you, but block
out the most basic, natural
part of the act.
The lengths I had to go
just to write about nipples
is depressing. One e-mail
and three texts to my editor just to make sure I wasn't wasting my time.
The issue isn't really
about how upset I am that
I never got to see Rachel
topless on · Friends. The
issue is that it's an issue.
See, I can sit here and
call Rosie O'Donnell fat,
untalented, and unattractive, but I'm-not going to
see her ·naked on television. Her mouth has hurt a
lot more people than her
chest ever has, and we
don't bleep that out nearly
PLEASE SEE

SUPER ON A14

Orlando's beer church serves variety
EMREKELLY & MIKEBALDUCCI

REDLIGHT REDLIGHT

Photo Editor & Variety Editor

On one side of the street, scantily clad shot girls sell overpriced,
watered down liquor. On the other
side, a guy in his mid 20s sells
bacon-wrapped hot dogs.
On one side of the street, a DJ
mixes Lil Wayne with Jay Z On the
other side, a DJ mixes~ over
Chicago's "25 or 6 to 4:'
On one side of the street, Roxy
sits, serving as a staple in the Orlando club scene. On the other side,
Redlight Redlight couldn't be more
different.
In an area on Bennett Road off
Colonial, which seems more fit for a
Laundromat than a bar, Redlight
Redlight lies tucked away, home to
one of the largest selections of
microbrews in Florida
A f a i r ~ those looking for
a Bud Light or a Coors are out of
luck. The most common beer found
out Redlight Redlight (aside from
the standard Pabst Blue Ribbon to

74S BENNffi ROAD CENTRAL
Orlando, Fl, 32803
6 p.m. - 2a.m.
Free lot/street parking

0
GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Stump Knocker and Southhampton are two of Redlight Redlight's hundreds of microbrews.

please the hipster crowd) is a Hofbrau Munchen.
The bar has one of the most
diverse and expansive selections of
microbrews and imports in the

state, and one poll even ranked it
fourth best in the world. Orlando
Weekly aw:ytled Redlight Redliglit
the dubious honor of ''Best beer for
a blackout'' in 2009.

for more photos
from the bar.

www.UCFNews.com

With more than a dozen beers
on tap and endless beers out of the
can or bottle, our group was able to
try three brews that you'd never
find across the street at Roxy.
The New England Brewing Co:s
Atlantic Amber was their cheapest
beer at $2, and it definitely rivals
Natural Ice in the ''you get what you
pay for" category. Northern Lights
was a pricey but smooth amber, the
kind ofbeer found at a dive bar that
PLEASE SEE
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Collective gives old parts new spin
JORDAN SNYDER
Contributing Writer

A little storage space on
Maguire Boulevard serves as the
headquarters for piles of donated
bike parts and a group of bike
enthusiasts looking to help the
cycling community of Orlando.
The Rusted Chain Bike Collective is a local bike co-op whose
objectJve is to fix bicycles for free
and help educate riders on repairs.
"There was definitely a need
for a bike co-op in the downtown
area," said Michael McGovern,
who has been working with the
Rusted Chain Bike Collective
since its start. "There was one out
by UCF, and there were a couple
ofchurches that were doing things
like free bike giveaways, but
nowhere where someone could ·
learn to work on their own bike or
have access to tools."
The founders of Rusted Chain
are a group of friends who began
meeting every Monday night at
Ethos Vegan Kitchen to discuss
what they wanted the group to be
about and how to raise the money
to get it started.
After hosting numerous
fundraisers to try and save up for
a space, the collective finally had
enough money to open up shop
and cover rent for a few months.
To support Rusted Chain, the
group has a stand at . the local
·Audubon Market, which is hosted
in the Stardust Video & Coffee
PHOTOS BY KATHRYN PAGE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
parking lot every Monday from 6 Keith Kolakowski, top, tests the wheels of a bicyde at the Rusted Chain Bike Collective. The collective
p.m. to 10 p.m. Patrons can get helps people repair their bicydes with collected spare parts and gives them bike knowledge.
their bike fixed and make donations to the group. Be it old parts accepts all forms of generosity
Amanda Fulford, a junior social
or spare change, Rusted Chain from the community.
work major at UCF, first started

working with Rusted Chain when
she was putting together an event
for the fair trade project and was
trying to find a way to reach the
bike community.
"I just kept coming because
they're such awesome people,"
Fulford said. "I don't know anything about bikes, but I'm learning
as I'm coming and they're so helpful. They don't make you feel stuJ
pid."
.
Fulford is also planning on
building her own bike through the
build-a-bike program that the collective has..Through this program
people can come and volunteer
with Rusted Chain, and once they
have logged eight hours of work
they are free to come and build
their own bike using the tools and
recycled parts provided by the
collective.
"If they have a little bit of bike
knowledge,.we have them assist
other people that need help, or we
have things that may need to get
organized in the space, or work on
taking apart broken parts and salvaging what we ·can use," said
Stephen Willis, one of the founding members of Rusted Chain.
The main goal of the Rusted
Chain Bike Collective remains to·
bring the bike community of
Orlando together and create a
welcoming network of interdependency among the local
cyclists.
''There are plenty ofbike shops ·
out there and what bike co-ops as well as Rusted Chain Bike Col- ·
lective - do is provide a resource
to the community," ·Willis said.
"We're not looking to make a
penny."

AISLE SEAT

Courtesy Lionsgat~

KICK-ASS (R)
Comic book geek Dave Lizewski
,
(Aaron Johnson) may not have good
coordination or special powers, but ,
that doesn't mean he isn't afully ;
capable crime fighter. After
.
purchasing aflashy wet suit on the '
Internet, Dave starts busting up
baddies with nothing but brute force:
He calls himself Kick-Ass, and he can :
take a beating as good as he can dishi
one-out.

i

0irectedby:MatthewVaughn .
Starring: Aaron Johnson, Nicolas Cagi;
Chloe Grace Moretz, Christopher Mintz
Plasse.

Regal Waterford lakes
541 N.AlafayaTrail,407-207-9110 ,
Death at aFuneral

2:403:205:05 5:457:408:10
IR)0:0512:1512:55
10:40 12:25am 1:OOam

Kick-Ass

(R) 11:50am 12:2012:50 2:303:404:105:10
7:007:308:009:5010:20 Hr.SO 12:35am
1:05am

Date Night

(PG,13) 12:351:00 2:00 3:35 4:204:55 5:45
7:45 8:159:3010:0010:3011:50 12:35am
12:50am
,°f::~a~Pi!f~ed & Descriptive

Letters to God

(PG) 12:351:00 2.'()() 3:35 4104:555:451:45
8:159:3010:0010:3011:5012:35am 12:50am
-Open Ca~tioned & Descriptive Audio
11:45am 7:15

Cash ofthe rrtans

(PG-13) 12.'()() 2:40 5:20 8:0510:45

Cash ofthe rrtans 30

11:30am 2:104:50 7:3510:15
IPG-13)
2:45am

Tyler Perrv's Why Did IGet Manied Too?
(PG-13) 12:403:307:2510:0512:SSam .

The Last Song
(PG) 12:45 3:25 7:10 9:45 12:25am

Howto Train Your Dragon:

An IMAX 30 Experience

(PG) 11:35am 2:05 4:307:009'15

Super Bowl slip-up's success thwarted
FROM
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enough.
It's not like · people
aren't unwilling. Janet
Jackson did the world a
favor on Super Bowl Sunday a few years back and
she's practically charged

with lewd and lascivious
behavior right there on
stage. She delivered the
goods and I got to watch
football, but instead of pinning a medal on her America banished her to dating
Jermaine Dupri and starring in Tyler Perry movies.

It's cruel and unusual punishment just for flashing
her ~d-given talents.
If that wasn't enough,
what did we get the following year: Paul McCartney's
corpse playing the best of
Wings. I'd rather see him
topless . than listen to

Wings.
Why did this happen?
Paul McCartney was safe.
Safe? Last time I
checked nipples didn't kill,
discriminate, cause cancer,
or default on a loan payment. Nipples help nurture and bring life. As far

as I'm concerned, that is
the exact definition of safe.
If America would just
loosen its top and take
away. the negative and
mysterious stigma associated with the female
breast, we would all be
better off.
·

HotTubTm,e Machine

(PG-13) 12:25 3:105:35 81511:05

HowtoTrain Your Dragon
(PG) 11:40am 2:55 5:307:551015

HowtoTrain Your Dragon 30

(PG) 12:05 2:35 5:00 7:2512:20am

The Bounty Hunter

(PG-13) 1:05 4:45 8:20 10:55

Diary ofa Wanpy Kid

· ,(,

(PG) 11:SSani1:154:356:559'10

Alice in Wondet1and An IMAX 30
Experience
(R)11:55pm

Alice in Wondet1and

(PG) 12:10 2:455:157:5010:55
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Military life ran in the family
FROM
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The unique Redlight Red light not only offers a world-dass selection of beers,
it also offers up an assortment of board games for use, induding Risk.

Different drinks,
different scene
AB

inside. ·
Aside from the massive
drives you back for more. selection of beers and
Hofbrau Munchen is a aforementioned baconcommon beer in Ger- wrapped hot dogs, the one
many. It's a smooth pilsner quirk of Redlight Redlight
that lived up to its reputa- that pleased our group
tion.
most was our discovery of
Be aware, however, that the board game Risk sitsome of the high-end, ting idly in the comer of
high-alcohol
· content the bar.
beers take upwards of
Heading out to a bar on
three minutes to pour, so a Friday night to play a
keep the speed complaints game of Risk may not
in check.
sound like the prototypiIn 2007, the bar made a cal college night out, but
controversial decision taking part in a good al'
that has led to' one if its game ofworld domination
trademarks:
Owners is a nice alternative to the
banned smoking in the usual Orlando bar scene.
bar, and established a wide
Of course, all the
patio out front, which has unique beers and free
become a nice alternative cover doesn't hurt the
to the dark, loud scene cause.
FROM
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show a strong dedication and discipline,
Galvan originally associated himself with the
wrong crowd in high
school
He grew up 20 minutes west of Cleveland,
attending
Lorain
Admiral King High
School. Friends that he
had known for years
now tried to drag Galvan in the middle of
harm's way.
"Gangs, drugs, petty
crime. The usual," he
said.
He
desperately
sought a way of avoiding the downward spiral. His outlet: the
school's Navy Junior
Reserves
Officers
COURTESY CHRIS GALVAN
Training Corps, or Shortly after graduating high school, Chris Galvan was deployed to Kosovo in 1999
NJROTC program.
in the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina. He spent eight years in active service.
He felt as though he
was born to become a
Kosovo in 1999, right at the Galvan was reassigned to
height of Serbian ethnic Iraq in 2003 and again to
soldier. Both of GalAfghanistan in 2005. The
van's
grandfathers
cleansing.
fought in World War
"I was a young private conditions were like nothII, one in Europe and
arriving in the small town ing he had ever experithe other in the Pacific.
of Vitina and remember enced before. Scorching
He lost an uncle in the
going into the town and summer temperatures in
having a 70-year-old man the desert coupled with
Vietnam War while
two others served at
fall to his knees, weep and frigid winter lows in the
kiss our feet from the mere mountains. As if that were
the same time. He also
counts five or six sight of Americans there to not enough, he carried
help," Galvan said. "It was equipment the weight of a
cousins who have military experience.
both humbling and served small child at all times.
One visual alone
a great deal of humility to
ignited Galvan's pas- all of us. It made me realize Out of airplanes, into dassrooms
In 2006, after eight years
sion toward the Army.
how blessed we have it and
of dodging bullets, he
''What changed my · how bad it could get."
After participating in enrolled at Valencia Commind was when I saw a
video of a bunch of the Multinational Force munity College ~d transparatroopers jumping and Observers in Egypt, ferred to UCF upon comout of planes and kicking some ass,'' he said.

pletion of their two-year
program.
He actively takes part in
the school's Army ROTC
program, serving as both a
student and a mentor.
Alongside his work
within the ROTC program,
Galvan was named the vice
president of the Student
Veterans Association and
the junior vice commander
of the Military Order of the
Purple Heart, Chapter 316
near Deltona
Etched forever on his
left arm in bold, black ink
are the names of four of
Galvan's friends who died
in the war. He first began
with the two names of his
friends in Iraq, and later
added the others despite
difficulty of fitting the necessary information.
He sits in military history
class on a regular Wednesday afternoon, eyes forward
intent on a lecture on World
War I. He sports a shortsleeved black shirt that cuts
about halfway between the
shoulder and the wrist. The
words on his arm are as
clear and legible as those
written on the chalkboard
for ail to see. It's his own
personal battle scar.
"I wanted to find a way to
remember every detail of
them for the rest of my life,"
he said. "Memories fade
with time, you know? This
tattoo forces me to look at
their names and remember
their personality quirks,
accents, likes, dislikes, the
good times and the bad
every single day."

The first deployment
Just eight days after
graduating high school.
Galvan left Cleveland
for basic training and
airborne school. He
would spend the next
eight years in active
service, starting with
his deployment to

CANGENE PLASMA
R E SOURCES

mid-Florida

We are looking for healthy people
who are interested in making $200 or
more per month by donating plasma
up to twice a week. We operate on an
appointment only basis-no waiting.
Call today t o get started:

(866) 563-1266
www.cangeneplasma.com
Located off 1-4 by the Altamonte Mall

SMALL PLATES FROM$,

---Taste around our new small plates
menu of 30 items from just s3

HOU LI HAN'S
RESTAURANT + BAR

91 50 International Dr.

I 407.363.0043

I 407.894.3009
I 407.809.0900
1148 University Blvd. I 407.770.6990
2600 E. Colonial Dr.

8520 W. lrl_o Br<?nson Memorials Hwy.

houlihans.com

•
Tax Form Processing LLC
2400 N. Forsyth Rd.• Suite 101 • Orlando, Fl• 32807-6445

(407)657-6336

www.TaxFormProcessing.com

r-------------------------

$40 OFF Tax Preparation!!
llat p,motllil ....... tlae . . . . lspn,IW.Oll!l'.... llr-4atuo.
15,2010.c.p..<:..i.:OStO

c-1ie...-w1111 - ,..,o&r. Eqms~
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OUR STANCE

Getting off the
dreaded wait list
E

artier this week The

New York Times pub-

lished two articles
covering college wait lists.
Perhaps you are thinking
neither article would interest you because you are
already in school, eliminating the fear of being put on
a dreaded wait list.
You may not be so
exempt, however. Attending
graduate school is quickly
turning into the most promising option for many recent
university graduates. Some
students attend graduate
school immediately after
their four years while others
have made a run in the work
force but still ended up in
grad school.
Even if it seems like a
stretch, it won't hurt you to
know a little bit about graduate schools just in case you
should reconsider the
option.
First, please be aware that
the number of applications
is rapidly increasing, so your
resume, GPA and test scores
will need to be as close to
perfect as you can get them.
You should focus on get-

ting good grades while still
taking classes at UCF. It
might seem like silly advice,
but when internships and
social activities pile up, suddenly getting a B on a paper
instead of an A doesn't seem
like such a big deal. After all,
your employer probably
isn't going to ask for your
transcripts.
Graduate school will
though, so try to keep your
GPA high to avoid the wait
list. This will also help when
trying to apply for scholarships to pay for graduate
school since almost all of
them have GPA requirements.
Scores aren't the only
things that matter, though.
Who you are outside of the
classroom plays a role on
how fast you get off the wait
list, too. The New York
Times article explained that
when accepting students,
schools take into consideration the major, where they
are coming from and their
hobbies.
Schools are trying to create a diverse population of
students. They don't want

an entire class with students
from New York or people
who only play the piano.
Make sure to include the
details that make you an
interesting candidat~ when
putting your application
packet together.
Worse case scenario you
make the wait list. In The
New York Times article
Christoph Guttentag, the
dean of undergraduate
admissions at Duke said he
encourages wait-listed applicants to send in a short letter or video of 60 seconds
or less.
Whichever medium you
choose, include recent
events in your life since you
submitted your application.
While why you wish to
attend the school is important, information that makes
you a more competitive
applicant is crucial.
If you are one of the
lucky students who receives
acceptance to several universities, try to make your
decision sooner rather than
later. There is a long list of
students anxious to determine their future, too.

All students
need protection,· D

gion, marital status or possiiscrimination of any
kind should not be tol- ble disability, your school
erated, which is why
offers you protection while on
the National Day oi Silence
its campus.
Adding gender identity to
rally this Friday is important
If you have time, please
the list will give transgender
people the protection they
stop by the Student Union
between 11 a.m. and I p.m. to
deserve. No one should feel
unsafe or discriminated
participate in the wall of hate
activity. Students, faculty and
against while on UCF's camguests are welcome to write a pus.
hateful or derogatory.: comCollege is a place for
ment on a brick. The bricks
advancing your education,
are assembled into a wall that which should not be hindered
is then knocked down to sym- by derogatory comments or
bolize UCFs fight against dis- behavior.
'Iransgender is the term
crimination.
used to describe people
You don't have to partici, pate in the wall of hate, but
whose gender identity or genyou should at least stop by
der expression differs from
and sign the petition to make
the one associated with their
birth sex, according to the
gender identity part ofUCF's
non-discrimination policy.
· American Psychological
UCF's current Golden
Association.
Rule handbook states that the
Even if you are not a transgender person, it is important
college will "promote equal
opportunity policies and
for all UCF students to suppractices" for all students and port policies that eliminate
faculty, but lacks .any protecdiscrimination among stution for gender identity and
dents and staff.
expression.
Imagine ifUCF offered
Regardless of your gender,
you no support when people
harassed you based on your
race, sexual orientation, reli-

ON UCFNEWS.COM

I think you just made the perception of
'
the fan base worse by writing this.
Why didn't you write about how our last
two bowl games have been bowl attendance
records for those respective bowls?
Why didn't you write about how we averaged higher attendance in football than about
a dozen "BCS" ~ools?
For being in C-USA, this isn't half bad
Remember, it's all about the product on the
field and winning cures all.
-GREG

•

r

It's democracy 101,.
taxes aren't tyranny
The idea that everyone
the new health care legishates paying taxes, espelation.
Thompson is not the ·
cially the super wealthy,
only one who supports
does not apply to everytax increases for the
one.
Since tax day- the
wealthy.
Jeffi-ey Hollender, coday that U.S. citizens, resifounder of the eco-proddent aliens and certain
ucts company Seventh
nonresident aliens must
mail in tax returns to fedGeneration, supports the .
eral and state governJERRIANN SULLIVAN eliminatiop. of the Bush
Opinions Editor
tax cuts because they only
ments - is today, several
media organizations are
benefited the wealthy.
''You know, I can't deny that it is
covering a variety of related topics.
sometimes painful to write the
National Public Radio provided a
check," Hollender told NPR, but said
feature story yesterday morning that
introduced their audience to a rare
he still understands it is necessary
component of the situation: the
because it is easier for him to handle
than less affluent people.
wealthy American who wants to pay
''These arguments are really about
more taxes:
keeping money in the pockets of peoI thought it was a hoax, too, but
apparently they do exist
ple who already have too much
Marnie Thompson, who lobbies
money," Hollender said
Hollender and Thompson do not
for her own tax increases, believes
that it is her responsibility to pay
think their pro-tax stance is that
higher taxes because she, unlike most unique. Both mentioned a recent
Q.rinnipiac University poll The
.Atn.eri~ qm atford it
Thompson founded a charity with study shows 60 percent of Americans
the $5 million her father, who was a
think people with household incomes
ofmore than $250,000 a year should
wealthy businessman, left her.
'Tm proud to pay my taxes; it's a
have their taxes raised to reduce the
national deficit
hallmark of democracy," Thompson
Many wealthy people, including
toldNPR
Thompson's wish will probably
Warren Buffett and Bill Gates Sr.,
come true soon. The tax cuts that the report that their reason for endorsing
Bush administration approved in
tax increases stems from wanting to
2001 are set to expire and are not like- support public institutions that
ly to be renewed by the Obama
helped them succeed.
These wealthy individuals are
administration.
Households with incomes of more aware of the role that public organiza- ,
than $250,000, and individuals maktions, like UCF, play in educating and
molding the future billionaires of
ing more than $200,000, will be paying more in income taxes while ConAmerica.
I
gress is likely to extend the tax cuts to
Thankfully, the Obama adminis1
Americans who make less.
tration agrees and will be taking the ;
Dividend and estate taxes will also recommendatiqns of people like · ,·
increase, in addition to new taxes that Thompson and eliminating some of ,.,,
will be put into place to help pay for
the big tax breaks.
•
.
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MAN ON THE STREETl~
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AROUND

CAMP U

'What is your stance 06!:';
UCF's ban on gum sales~I ~

WHATYOU ARESAYING

With m·ore televised games
fan support is a must.

•

gender or sexual preference?
We would not be able to concentrate during classes if we
felt singled out based on the
characteristics that make us
who we are as individuals.
Discrimination against
people with a nontraditional
gender identity includes
harassment, job loss and violence. Attending college and
finding a job after graduation
is hard enough without
harassment from others.
Providing transgender
people a place without such
discrimination alleviates
some of the stress they experience.
Arizona State and Ohio
State, the first and second
largest universities in the U.S.,
already have non-discrimination policies. Clearly, it is time
for UCF to join other colleges
in sending a message·that discrimination of any kind is not
acceptable.
If you can't make it to the
rally on Friday, please sign the.
Gender Equ;ility at UCF petition on th~ GoPetition Web
site.

DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

THE TEAM WIU.. BE BETI'ER THIS
YEAR" WHO SAYS SO? EVERY YEAR WE
HEAR THE SAME SONG-AND-DANCE
AND TIIEN THE TEAM FALTERS.
WE'll NEVER GET INTO A BIG CONFERENCE AS LONG AS WE PLAY
:MEDIOCRE, 8 AND 5, FOOTBALL
- ANONYMOUS

to the powers of college football. simply put,
ucf is a small football program. its going to
take a lot of time to develop into a mid level
power.
These traditional powers have been playing football for over nearly 100 years where
the fan base is developed. ucf will develop
that over time but you can't force it down the
throat of the city of orlando. we have this
complexion that we want to be like florida
now but we can't
We don't have the booster support like
they do and we certainly don't have the athletic muscle. i feel like this university growing so fast to become the 3rd largest in the
nation hurt the athletic sector, because people want success like clockwork and it just doesn't work likethat
UCF is what it is, a young athletic program that is developing an identity one year
at a time and you can't rush that bhns is
empty because to be fair, there's no interest
in ucf football.
Most casual f~ like to watch big time
college football. not playing against south
dakota state or conference usa talent we will
get better but its a process.

We cannot continue to compare ourselves

~"

-ANONYMOUS
IJ.,

/(/

ARTHUR JOHNSON

CHRISMPOYO

KATHRYN RODRIGUEZ

Molecular/miaobiology, sophomore

Industrial engineering, senior

Psychology, senior

"I think it's kind of weird and
ridiculous because it's just
gum. Imean, I know that some
people like to just throw it on
the ground or under the desk,
but it's just gum. Idon't understand why they would ban it."

"Idon't think much of it. Idon't
see why it would be a gumfree school and Iguess Idon't
know the reasonswhy. I'msure
they have a pretty good reason, but Idon't see why,as
long as we dispose it inthe
trash cans."

~

"Idon't really care about it, I
never chew gum anyway. I
think it's kinda strange. Wtre
adults, if you can't handle
chewing gum, what's wrong
with you?"
~

•.J.

STEPHANIE SHAFER

ASHLEY HOEKSEMA

COREY JONES

Interdisciplinary studies, senior

English literature, senior

Environmental studies, senior

"I think it's a good theory to
not have gum stuck everywhere, but people still bring
gum and chew gum."

"Ithink at UCF, we're adults, so
to force us to not chew gum
seems pretty adolescent."

·t

I

"Idon't see why they have the
gum policy, because it's not
high school, and it's not middle
school, it's a university, so I'm
objected tq it."

't

~
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hrs/day:
IW I

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556

Online, phone, fax,
VISA, MC, AMEX,
in person:
Discover, Cash, Check
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue - OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Rate

100
125
150
175
200

HelpWanted:Gener.il
HelpWanted:Part-lime
Help Wanted: FuU-Tnne
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes

C
C
C
B

B

225 For Rent Apartments

B-

250 Roonvnates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

A

Rate A

325 ForSale:Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
B
400 Services
500 Announcements
A
B
600 Travel'
700 Worship
B
B800 Mi5a!llaneous
900 Wanted
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

I'll

'J:

1

")

Paronal Assislant needed PT,
flex h's. Must be ~ org. Willer
Park. M.Jst gve 1-yr CXll1'YTi!mert.
$10IT. Gall 407-9'25-5218

NEVER SALES

1..-.1 HostDime

• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by 5pm
• Off Friday and Saturday nights
• About 12-16 hours/wk
• $8 &up

Call Donna
407-671-7143
Ean Exba Wooey
Stu:len1s needed /lSAfJ. Earn l,!J
tl $1 c£l pa- day bei"g a Mystay

......

Do you need safe, reliable, and hassle-free summer
storage or shipping? We provide simple and
economical solutions.
Prices as low as $6.99 per mo.
and no long tenn commitments.

l.easrg Caisuta,t
1--ulter's RidgeApE¥1ments il Wrter
Pak, for Sall.rday~. &may 10Spm, fv'iorday~. 23 ITslw1<. N'.J
exp req $8.251T +conm ~
S'.J'9eli~&airinal bcd<golrd, EOE
Cal 407-&7-7Cf10

Sh:wer. t\b Experiam

,..
""'

Ra::µed Cal 1-800-722-4791
PIT D?g;y Da')Qleas&X:iale
posistioos aval. M.Jst Lo,,e D'.lgs.
Vet,1<emel 8q:l. a plJs!
l...ocaoons il Qla-rl) ard Smfmj
""'www.d:g:layaflemxln.net*"'
emai res.me tJ
.tts@cb;µayaftarocnnet
Room available In 1he Waterford
l..akes aeaforfemmes only.
$41otnonth (cable ax! ln1emet
included}- Big house & sal'e
neighbourhood. Call 4Ul 488

4457.

-

•
•
•"

I

AIRLINES ARE HIRING-Tran fa'
twji'peryt""g Awmi Mairttmrre
Ca'eer. F A A ~ ~
Fi'a1c:ia aid wq.afi3d - 1--busilg
avaiiatje_CAI.LAwmi lr)sti1ute
cl Mii'1tem'm (888)349-6387.
Drivas - FCXlD TANKER
DRIVERS NEEDED OTA
in,itions avaiaje I\OW! COL-A
w/farl<a' REQ'D. O:Jlsfard~ pay
. & Benefi1s! TEAMS WEI.COME!!
Gall a recn.iler TODAY! (877)4843;l42 www.oal<ley1ra1sp:naxn

We pick up and deliver to your door.

1--ulter.; Resave Ccro:> fa' rent

1100 SF 2 bed2 ba1h. Upstars
erd uit with W/D. $1<XX}tronth.
cal Dan 407-230-2219.

r:ffl FOR RENT:

r~ Apartments

Tuscany Villa~
"A placeyou ca,, call home"

3858 North Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

Office: 407-877-5848
Fax: 321·972-4998

~ r~~tory

3
4 3

780 sq fl
Blow out special of

8700.00**

(Normally S1300.00 · S.1495.00)

*Security deposit S350.00

SUMMER JOB

1 room avail for sumier il 312 ~
behrd Waleoofd Lakes in Tm.ga
Bay. 5 rrin tJ UCF. $450,!ro l.Jli

4/15/1 D

By Nan cy Salomon

2 Quakers of the

3 Wa~i'i';r
money
4 Medicine man
5 Convertible type
6 Cpl. or sgt.
commissioner
7 _ vez: again, to
57 Dickens pen
Alonso
name
8 Shoots in a
58 Tattoo site
forest?
9 "Gotcha!'
60 Part of MO
62 Tennyson work
10 Marriage
65 Subbing, and
agreement
taxpayer's
11 Pricey Southern
responsibility
Calttomia
beachfront city
vis-a-vis the
ends of 17-, 29·
12 Like some
and 49-Across
garages
68 Where Hercules
13 Contemporary
slew a lion
· 18 Unwelcome
69 Former VOA
imeression
overseer
22 A~1le
70 Spicy Spanish - 2S-H1gh-sfyle stew
Z7 Wide shoe
markings
7 1 "Awake and
Sing!" playwright 28 Cereal box abbr.
72 Crash site
• - 29 Dawber who
investigator: Abbr.
played Mindy
73 Little shaver
30 Miner's matter
31 Benchmarks
DOWN
36 Unaccompanied
1 Three-tima
37 "Ready are you?
What know you
'60s-70s
heavyweight
of ready?"
champ
speaker

55 Way back when
56 Vincent's
successor as
baseball

One bedroom/One Bath

81000.00**

352-455-4287

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

~~:t~~~

35 Not for neatniks
38Sphere
40 March honoree,
briefly
44 Many a lap dog
46 Stereo jack letters

, Blow out special of

Please contact Krys Ragland at
808-523-1873 ext 251 or

7

Monday puzzle:
Easy /eve/

ACROSS
1 NYPD alerts
5 Disdainful
upperclassman?
9 .Greeting often
requiril1(J
lip-reading
14 Jacob's first wife
15 Numerical p refix
16 Hersey's bell town
17 Doing w hat's just
not done
19 Sank in a cup
20 Citi Field Nl er
21 Crunch targets
23 26-Across supply
24 Cupid's master?
26 Place where
liquor flows
freely?
29 You can1 go
back from it
32 Museum pieces

of Winter Park

Two Bedroom/Two &
1/2 Bathrooms
1280 sq ft

The Rorida Blls YOUlh camp (FEYC)
needs male S11nmer Camp Counselors
ages 18 and up, FEYC Is an overligbt
camp located off or
Highway 450 In Umatilla, R..

6

CROSSWORD

UCFtNE ORLANDO

Roam and Board Included
Bet Paid to Play!

5
1

8 1
9

3
6

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in t he grid so
t hat every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
t hrough 9 w ith no
repeats.

Solution, tips and computer pr9gram at www.sudoku.com

Cobia1 Pctne l..uxuyAlis
1 & 2 Becioons Ree W/D, (Xl(ll,
fitness center, patios.
2300 Ero, Ci'. 407-679-6001

Summer Jobs
400• Co-Ed Camp • Eight Weeks

1
3 4

7

20%early sign-up discount!
813-541 -7730

Avaia:Jle 6'1/10
Beauifu, rerovaloo 2/2. d.plex
950 sqftre1-1 ~ - 2 nies
tJ UCF. 1'bn--Smoki"g, pets OK.
$1 cml'rot Sec dep 407-G59-fi001
• A.SHINGTON PAAK SUB, 1 mie
E of UCF off N T!IYllll'. Like re1-1,
waterrn:rt mt2.. Screened poo::h.
$1400too. lrd lawn service. t\b
Pets,Avaial::le ~ -407-865--9659

5

5 1

Sign up tod,1y ,11 www.pacadorm.com and receive a

hosting. servers. solutions

PT CustJmer Qre/ Biirg Rep.
needed at HoslDime.axn, ere of
1he lagest internet service web
l"051i"g r:ro,nde!S il Fbooa
$8$1(),ty
Email h'@rosi:lme.axn

~

7

to RmaDesigl@cfl.rr.axn

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

suldo lku

9

3 5

8

01kJ care+ l...g1t t'KJuse v.ak ilr
~ g1, 7 yo boy. 22rro boJ il
W171er Park must be !Mil tJ slat
il May. Exp+ ref. req. Emal letter
cl interestitelere aval

$J3

• Pricing includesup to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiplepublication
placement availablefor Oviedo andWinter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

8 2

MARKET RESEARCH

.BMtl
$J.9

$9
$6

- ··-···
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Last issue solved
39 Popular pens
41 Thug
42 Affect adversely
43 Links launching
45 'fr!~uil
discipline
47 Srte of many a
student
experiment
49 Lacking

50Ei~::1~~e
sweatshirts

51--Digestion aid 52Onalark
53"Thelime
Machine" race
54 Terse childish
denial
59 Niagara Falls
feature
61 Epitome of
smoothness
63 Certain do-over
64 Scale syllables
66 Fleur-de67 Scottish refusal

Solut ion and n ew puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

rd. Female Rcxmnale ~ Avai

[fi]E SERVICES

f\b.v. ~ a 1 1 ~1 8905or
Ctris at 239-272-7364.

Rooms for rent in 6
becioom hJme M crly. 8etird
UCF. $550tro. lrd lntanet,
Caie, utiiti3s, W/D, cishwa'lher', .
conm..rny (Xl(ll. rnaoyard
service, pest control. 1 rm avail
ro-N. Rooms avai 2010'11 school
-yr bajr(i~Alg 1st Gal 407-676cm, or 407-408-{003

Brdle? L/rerplc7y8(l? VISi
EASYMONEYFREEGIFTS.COM
tJ make s:ime real rroney aiile
1he q.rl i:n:I siTµe wey.

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To

place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/dassifieds

$415 3-Q hJme il East
Kirgm:ge, 4m'lesto cmµJS.
Nee, qLietnegtxJrh:Jod. One
room availa:lle, matlre male
511..dent i:refen'ed. call Rdil 954004-4949

$425tro free uiii1emet
~ I '9g txxhcxxl 10 nil
from UCF -954 ~ 12?3

1/1 il 414 8JX at Boa'dNalk
Gaeclrorpex,(Xl(ll,&utiities
rou:ted! Femaes on1y JlElclSe.
May 1 -MidALgs.$400,tncJ!ih.
l\icole: 727-421-8313 for rrore inb

koy.µJ@~
Last room avaB. for elem, quiet
a,d resp. seniorors,acklBle
student In lnvnaculate 312 home
nea- UCF. $400\no. + 11.3 ub1.
No pels please. Awl. asap. ,
Call 4Ul-71»6008.

YOUR

1 room avai il 2/1.5 ~
Female ~ -_$550,tm. 100 a1
Ub'lbtJle. 15 rm to UCF. Avi!A
row. OJstooiza::l lease avai.
Cal 352,004.0023

---NOW HIRING-----

ADVERTISING REP
Stron·g work ethic and excellent
communication skills. Fun and fast paced
· environment.15 to 25 hrs per week.

EMPLOYEE
COULD SEE

Hourly base plus commission .

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

CALL TODAY!
-447-

A18 www.Centra/Floridafuture.com

April 15, 2010 • (tnmf :Jloriba :Julme
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OVER ~00 SQ FT OF PRIVATE BEDROOMS & WALK-IN CLOSETS

I

I

APRIL 16 I PARTYGRAS I The Village@ Science Dr ·1 1-6pm
APRIL 17

I BATTLE

I Alafaya

OF THE BANDS

Club

I 2-7pm

LIVE REMOTE FROM 106.7FM, FREE FOOD, GIVEAWAYS, PRIZES & .F UN·

LOOK, LEASE & SAVE $299 WITH ZERO DOWN

·Live off 1campus?
The ·census
.needs.I~ IoIlAl.'7
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